Assessment Committee Agenda

March 25, 2011, 8:00 AM, ChC 401

1. Revisit the issues around the Proficiency Profile. A copy was ordered from ETS and will circulated in April. To revisit for a final decision next meeting.

2. Viewed the PP Tour on the ETS website…sample items, report formats and data.

3. Brief brainstorm/discussion about our assessment direction…..

   Do we need a clear vision statement for all to understand our direction—a doc that provides the exemplar of where the college ought to be by 2012 or 2013?

   What needs to happen for us to be more bold? more efficient? more successful?

   Should a series of workshops be planned for IDEA? for outcomes development? for outcomes assessment? for use of assessment data? Should we plan brown luches monthly in the fall?

   What would be most useful given limited time to attend to this?

   We agreed to ask for some time during the fall faculty retreat to lay out a broad vision of where the college should be by 2013.

4. Next (and last) meeting is April 29.